SALTEX 2022

Celebrating sport and turf amenities
Now in its 76th year, Europe’s largest sports amenities and landscaping trade
exhibition offers the latest in new products and services with the theme of
sustainability running through the two days
With over 400 brands showcasing products in three
halls, across two days, at one location, SALTEX returns
from November 2-3, 2022 at the NEC Birmingham.
Visit this year to:
•L
 isten and learn from industry thought leaders
• See over 400 brands all in one place
• Stay up to date with the latest product innovations
• Further your career with free advice and guidance
• Connect with industry suppliers and partners
• Get expert advice on your specific turf challenges
• Network with national and international peers
• Celebrate achievements at the GMA Industry Awards
What’s On?
In addition to learning about new products, services
and suppliers to the industry from home and abroad,
SALTEX also has an extensive programme of events and
learning opportunities.
It has links with the Football Foundation and sees the
relevant funding bodies from the sporting world come
together to share the impact of financial support in the
groundscare industry. And BASIS will be attending too,
who at this year’s show will be presenting the latest
information on this year’s hot topic – sustainability – in a
sporting context.
Learning LIVE
The Learning LIVE schedule this year has been extended
to over 30 sessions, with additional papers attacking the
key issues for the grounds care industry of pay, career
development, recruitment, and retention, how to negotiate
in the workplace and how to find out about the millions of
pounds of grant funding available from sports clubs. But
what’s at the heart of Learning LIVE and this year’s show
is sustainability and the environment.
Those managing and maintaining sports turf and
green spaces are already having to deal with the
impact of climate change and industry suppliers
are doing their best to innovate and help grounds
people minimise the impact of droughts and floods.
The session on reducing the impact of future water
restrictions on golf and sports turf, for example, with
Owen Turpin from the Environment Agency, Tony
Hanson from Environmental Solutions International
and Robin Price from Anglian Water discussing the
water charter and how to deal with it will provide
valuable practical advice.
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Eco Village
The whole concept of the Eco Village is to showcase
sustainable and environmentally-friendly practices in
grounds care and consider what is a sustainable piece
of machinery – what’s the impact on the environment
and how does it help achieve neutrality? The Eco
Village features a programme of daily demonstrations of
cutting-edge sustainable technology, offering visitors an
opportunity of seeing several products in action. Plus,
industry experts will offer advice on green technology
and how it could benefit current working practices.
GMA Industry Awards
The GMA Industry Awards hosted by the BBC's Mark
Clemmit are back for the 12th year. It’s so important
to celebrate the achievements of individuals and
teams operating in grounds management and is key to
positive workforce development. With 18 awards and an
evening to celebrate everyone nominated, it’s a ringing
endorsement to the good work and talented people in
the industry. Tickets to the event can be purchased at
saltex.org.uk
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Carbon4Grass
seed mixtures
AVAILABLE

Help offset your
carbon footprint.
Choose a Carbon4Grass seed mix
Carbon4Grass mixtures, combine increased levels of carbon
sequestration potential with desirable amenity characteristics.
Carbon4Grass seed mixes will help mitigate and reduce your
carbon footprint by “locking up” additional carbon and reducing
carbon gas production, and by decreasing mowing frequency.
Just two square metres of grassland can produce enough
oxygen to support one person for an entire day, or for one
hectare, one person for 13 years!
You can help make a meaningful contribution. Choose Origin
Amenity Solutions Carbon4Grass amenity grass seed mixtures
for your sports and landscape applications.

Call us today on 0800 138 7222 or visit www.originamenity.com

Our brands:

SALTEX 2022

SALTEX Preview
A look at some of the suppliers and manufacturers exhibiting their latest
products and innovations at SALTEX 2022, the turf management show
Aspen | Stand: M055

storage for any significant period of time.
Those wishing to experience the Aspen difference
for themselves can now try the fuel, risk-free, with
a new money back guarantee launching at SALTEX
2022. Subject to a bulk purchase, operators can use
Aspen in their own working environments with the
confidence that, if they don’t notice the significant
improvements to sustainable working practices, they
can return the unused fuel.
“People may think that all petrol is the same, but
when people give Aspen a go, they quickly see the
benefits it can bring to all aspects of the task at hand,”
comments Business Development
Manager Axel Hildebrand. “The
reduction in toxic fumes and the
elimination of the ‘blue haze’ is
particularly beneficial for those
operators using hand tools or
working in confined spaces, and
we’re confident that as soon as
operators give Aspen a try, they
won’t look back.”
www.aspenfuel.co.uk

Advanced Turf Technology Limited |
Stand H070

energy which could help to validate any decisions in
making the transfer.
Visitors will also be able to see a wealth of new
INFINICUT® features, including the extension of the
range of battery’s they offer to include a new 105AH
Lithium variant. The full range of batteries available
can be swapped between mowers in the INFINICUT®
collection, resulting in even greater versatility and
optimised fleet management. Futhermore, in response
to the additional technical variations in the way pitches
can now be reinforced, INFINICUT® mowers can now
accommodate adjustable/removable weight kits for
situations where increased down pressure is required.
The weight kits can easily be removed when gravity
readings are at optimal levels.
A trailing seat is also now offered on 34” variant
mowers - extending the versatility of where and how
the mowers operate.
Completing the abundance of new innovations,
the recently introduced brush system used on the
INFINICUT® SM34 Rotary mower will also be on
display. This set-up is the only one that sees the brush
sit behind the front roller, ensuring maximum grass
agitation prior to cutting or vacuuming.
www.infinicut.com

Aspen, the original alkylate petrol pioneers, are back
at SALTEX with their range of alkylate fuels for two
and four-stroke engines and an initiative not to be
missed. Visitors to their stand can learn how Aspen
enhances engine performance and reduces the
negative impact on both the operator and environment
with a chance to then trial it for themselves – and get
their money back if they change their minds!
Founded in 1988, Aspen has long been improving
the operating environment for landscapers, arborists
and groundcare professionals. Alkylate petrol is
formed from the gasses which
are produced when refining oil.
The cleaner burn achieved with
Aspen also helps to maintain
engine performance, reliability
and preserve the life of engine
components that can be
susceptible to clogging or failure
when running on conventional
pump fuel; especially if
equipment has been left in

Advanced Turf Technology Limited (ATT) will be
returning to SALTEX for 2022, showcasing their
popular INFINICUT® and TMSystem™ ranges.
The continued recurring increase in global
energy costs now makes the INFINICUT® a serious
consideration when deliberating the move to
electrically powered equipment. On their stand at
the NEC, the ATT team will have a handy software
programme which can help calculate payback on
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Avant | Stand L138

AVANT will be promoting its new
645i and 650i loaders and fully
electric model, the e6. Together
with the remarkable range of
attachments, the loaders provide
endless possibilities for all
groundscare professionals.
AVANT are also displaying and
demonstrating their Leguan spider
lifts at this year's show, with a
team of specialists on standby to
answer questions on all things
mini-loader or spider lift related.
A visit to the Avant stand will
offer opportutnies to someone
working in groundscare, whether
it is a plan to invest in a loader
or spider lift for the first time,
pr upgrading to a larger, more
powerful model or finding out
more about greener and quieter
loader alternatives.
www.avantecno.com

ALL SURFACES.
ALL WEATHERS.
ALL YEAR.
See us at
Saltex 2022
on
Stand K070

The L12, your
environmentally friendly
weed control solution.
✓ Ultra-quick start up
✓ 12L per minute flow rate,
ideal for large scale jobs

Rapid removal of waste,
mowed grass and leaves

✓ Additional street
cleaning functionality

Trilo S3 - The compact and agile vacuum sweeper

See us at Saltex 2022
on Stand E057

Improving our environment
Blowers | Compact vacuum units | Vacuum sweepers | Large vacuum units

................................................................................................
Vanmac B.V.
Astronaut 50 | 3824 MJ Amersfoort - Netherlands
T +31 (0) 33 456 45 50 | E sales@trilo.com

www.trilo.com

in

www.weedingtech.com
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Cramer Tools | Stand E045

Authority targets; significant noise reduction compared
to traditional petrol machinery; designed to generate
less heat and increase efficiency and battery life
www.cramertools.com

Dennis and SISIS | Stand E070

Renowned for their pedestrian battery-powered
products, 2022 sees Dennis celebrating its 100-year
anniversary and SISIS their 90th anniversary at this
year's SALTEX.
Reliable and long lasting, the exciting Dennis E-Series
is a range of battery powered mowers that are no
compromise alternatives to its popular range of petrol
machines. Ultra-low noise, low vibration, user friendly
and super low CO2 footprint, the new range of mowers
are helping users towards the carbon neutral goal.
On show this year will be the ES-860 battery
mower; the ES-34R rotary mower with twin contra
rotating blade: the ES-36, capable of cutting 2-3
pitches on a single charge; the ES Verticut TT that
reduces thatch, improve the sward and encourages
finer grasses to flourish and the ES-26 with a 26”
cutting width, amongst other products.
www.dennisuk.com

DLF Seeds | Stand J052

Microclover Sport mixture, blended to improve turf
quality whilst being kinder to the environment thanks
to its reduced requirements for herbicide, fungicide
and fertiliser.
The DLF technical team will be on hand to discuss
formulations from across the Johnsons Sports Seed,
MM Seed and Masterline ranges, in addition to the
Pro Flora wild flower and Colour Boost amenity
flower collections.

At this year’s Saltex, Cramer will feature over 30
cordless professional outdoor power equipment
tools, including chainsaws, blowers, hedge trimmers,
grass trimmers, brush cutters, multi-tools, and power
cutters.
The main feature will be their brand new 82V Zero
Turn mower built for commercial use – a showstopper
due to its 4 hectare cutting capacity per charge (5
hours of mowing) and its robust ergonomic design.
Cramer’s powerful 82V battery system delivers all
the power you demand from commercial equipment
without the negative effects that come with petrolpowered tools.
Advantages include: Save money on your
ground care budget through cheaper running and
maintenance costs; environmentally friendly through
reducing carbon emissions and meeting Local

DLF are putting sustainable and environmental
solutions under the spotlight at the show.
In attempts to repair and recover surfaces during the
cooler season, the increased energy reserves of DLF’s
4turf® tetraploid perennial ryegrass demonstrates
exceptional germination at temperatures as low as
4oc. The strong, fast establishment and healthy plant
development is backed up with a larger root system
meaning 4turf ® surfaces are more tolerant to drought
and a range of other environmental stresses.
For spring renovations - and of particular interest for
local authorities, sports grounds and gardens – could
be self-sustaining clover. The unique root nodules on
clover are capable of converting atmospheric nitrogen
into a gradual supply of natural fertiliser, resulting in
sustained growth. Microclover, a smaller-leaved dwarf
white clover, is incorporated into Masterline’s PM82
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EGO Power Plus | Stand H090

EGO will be debuting its brand new zero-turn ride-on
mower for 2023, with the industry's first e-STEER
technology. EGO’s ride-on mowers have the power
equivalent of 22 horsepower, can cut up to 2.5 acres on a
single charge and are platform compatible, meaning you
can use the batteries across any of EGO’s product range.
EGO will also be showcasing its latest Line Trimmer
featuring Line IQ, the world’s first automatic line
feeding technology which requires no bumping of the
head while tackling areas of long grass.
On the stand, visitors will also be able to use
EGO in the virtual world, trying out Skyhook Games’
popular Lawn Mowing Simulator, where EGO
products including the ZT4200E-L ride-on mower and
ST1400E-ST line trimmer, have been authentically
recreated and introduced to the game to offer its first
sustainability-led mowing experience.
www.egopowerplus.co.uk

Etesia UK | Stand E072

on-mower with grass collection. It is powered by a 48V,
100Ah lithium battery, which enables users to get up to
4 hrs 30 mins of action before it needs recharging.
A pocket-size ride-on mower, just 0.82 m wide and
1.98 m long, the Bahia features an incredibly tight
turning circle. With its low centre
of gravity, the Bahia’s 33/67
weight distribution on the front/
rear axles make it a highly stable
mower that masterfully copes
with slopes.
It is also highly economical - its
running costs are £0.35 against
£3.57 for the petrol version and
there are the obvious reduced
maintenance costs – such as no
belt, no filters, and no engine oil.
www.etesia.co.uk

GKB Machines | Stand H051

response to demand from local authorities, looking for a
more sustainable working method to collect and dispose
of fallen leaves. In a single pass, the flails on the Leaf
Reducer collect the leaves before a turbine provides
both initial fragmentation and the airflow needed to pull
the material into the machine where it is further milled
into a fine mulch. The fine ‘porridge-like’ material is then
returned to the surface via a rear ejector which can be
adjusted to a desired direction depending on the location
putting nutrients back into the soil.
The Leaf Reducer is available with a 1.5m working
width, and an adjustable working height to treat areas
with both low and higher heights of cut.
Other products from the GKB range on show
include the Deep-Clean, for effective cleaning and
removal of contaminants from synthetic surfaces and
the Deep Tine Aerator (DTA).
www.gkbmachines.com

The ET Lander won the prestigious SALTEX 2021
Innovation award within the vehicle category
and came second within the environmentally
friendly category.This year it returns with a fully N1
homologation compliant meaning
it will be fully road legal as well as
maintaing its off-road capabilities.
The new models also feature
lithium-ion batteries so that the
ET Lander range now extends
to 100km and have a charger
system compatible with a
standard type 2EV car charger.
Etesia will also be launching
the Electric Bahia M2EL lithium
the Bahia M2E - the world’s first
100% electric professional ride-

GKB Machines returns to Saltex 2022 with a new
solution to the problem of large-area leaf clearance.
The GKB Leaf Reducer offers an economic and
environmentally-friendly alternative to the timeconsuming task of leaf collection – effectively mulching
the material and returning it, and its nutrients, back into
the surface to the benefit of impoverished soils.
The Leaf Reducer has been developed in direct
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GREEN-TECH | Stand H057

Green-tech returns to Saltex with a bigger stand this
year, to offer a range of award-winning Green-tree
soils and growing media. In addition a selection of
native John Chambers Wildflower seed will also be on
display; it is well known for being a high quality, hand
prepared seed that can be supplied as part of a mix or
as a single species.
Green-tech are now distributors of the new 100%
biodegradable NexGen Tree Shelters, making a debut
at Saltex.
Also on show will be an extensive range of ground
protection and reinforcement products which provide
solutions for uneven, damaged, or heavy trafficked
land. We are a leading UK distributor of Terram
geosynthetic products and will have specialists on the
stand to discuss any project requirements.
www.green-tech.co.uk

Henton & Chattell | Stands G090 & G070
Henton & Chattell, suppliers of turf and garden machinery
brands will be attending this year with four of its leading
ranges – Cobra and Woodbay Turf Technologies on Stand
G090 and Billy Goat and Hansa Products on Stand G070.
Having acquired the exclusive UK distribution
rights earlier this year, Wood Bay Turf Technologies is
one of Henton & Chattell’s newest brands and is the
manufacturer of golf, lawn bowling greens and other
sports turf maintenance equipment. The company has
been creating world-class turf maintenance equipment
since 1987, with leading products in the range being the
greensIRON 3900 and greensIRON 6200 turf rollers; the
fds9200 multipurpose turf dethatcher and the famous
tungsten carbide tipped vertical cutting blade, dynaBLADE.
Also at the event will be their Hansa Products which
specialises in the design and manufacture of high-quality
wood chippers.
www.hcuk.co/

Hozelock-Exel |
Stand F125

Professional knapsack specialists
Cooper Pegler will be introducing
padded straps to its Classic and
Series 2000 models to heighten
operator comfort and limit body
strain during use. Many of the
go-to knapsack models across
the popular brand include
ergonomically tailored harnesses
to channel loading forces in a way
that limits stresses on the body.
The latest advance from
manufacturer Hozelock-Exel,
which follows extensive trialling,
further enhances operator
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safety and protection to include
cushioned strapping on Cooper
Pegler’s Classic and Series 2000
knapsack models.
The cushioned strapping is
introduced at a time when more
sports venues and amenity sites
are reducing the quantity of
treatment liquids they apply in a bid
to improve their green credentials.
The strapping is understood
to be available on new knapsacks
from March 2023 but models
already in use can be retrofitted
with the accessory once
launched.
www.cooper-pegler.com
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Husqvarna | Stand H060

Husqvarna, the pioneer of
industry-leading innovations within
professional turf and grounds care
management will be at SALTEX
this year with a range of standout
handheld products which span from
chainsaws to hedge trimmers and
blowers, as well as Husqvarna’s
world-leading professional robotic
mowers and hybrid ride-on-mowers.
Visitors will also get a sneak
peek at the brand’s new battery
product portfolio for 2023, offering
the chance to learn more about the
latest innovations and technology
that Husqvarna will be unveiling into
the category next year.
New products in the Husqvarna
range will provide unmatched
performance with extra user
benefits such as lighter and more
comfortable designs, minimum
noise pollution, and reduced impact
on the planet.
www.husqvarna.com/uk

PEDESTRIAN,
STAND-ON AND RIDE-ON MOWERS

DEBRIS
CLEARANCE EQUIPMENT

REMOTE
CONTROL
MOWERS

DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK EXCLUSIVELY BY STM
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION:
CALL 01789 488450 OR E-MAIL INFO@ST-MACH.COM
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Unrivalled Cut
and Collect in
any weather.

2 Year Commercial
Warranty as standard

The best cut and collect
or mulch performance
on the market.
The Etesia range
of pedestrian rotary mowers
sets the industry standard.

Duocut 46

Honda or Briggs & Stratton
engine • 46cm cutting width
Variable speed models

PRO 46

Honda or Kawasaki engine
46cm cutting width
Push & single speed models

PRO 51

Honda or Briggs & Stratton
engine • 51cm cutting width
Variable speed models

PRO 53

Honda or Kawasaki engine
53cm cutting width
Hydraulic drive

Pro Mulcher (Biocut)

Kohler engine
53cm cutting width
Dedicated mulcher

Full product details at www.etesia.co.uk
Contact us to arrange a free onsite demonstration
on 01295 680 120 or sales@etesia.co.uk
Etesia UK

ஶ@EtesiaUK

EtesiaUK

@EtesiaUK

THE ETESIA RANGE OF PEDESTRIAN MOWERS

SALTEX 2022

Kubota | Stand C070

Kubota will be launching the LXe-261 electric compact
tractor marking a major step forward in Kubota’s ecofriendly product line-up.
It overcomes the major challenge of range, powered
by a large-capacity battery that provides rapid onehour charging and a continuous operational run-time
of three to four hours. Of particular interest for sporting
venues, local authorities and other public bodies in the
pursuit of improving their sustainable credentials, the
LXe-261 features an independent PTO, comfortable
HST transmission and multiple hydraulic outlets to
optimise efficiency of mowing, hauling and other green
space management tasks.
Side-by-side vehicle ranges will include the newest
addition to Kubota, the RTV 520, launched earlier
this year and making its UK debut at SALTEX. It
combines high performance and comfort with a range

of accessories suitable for a wide range of domestic
and commercial applications. It features a variable
hydrostatic transmission (VHT) with one-pedal
operation for smooth acceleration and dynamic braking.
www.kubota-eu.com

Makita UK | STAND K109a

Since its launch in 2020 Makita’s XGT platform has
grown to support a range of machines including brush
cutters, hedge trimmers, grinders and more. The XGT
batteries are IPX4 rated for protection against water
ingress – which is ideal for groundskeepers working
outdoors in unpredictable weather. The high power,
durability and long run times offered also mean work
can be completed efficiently.
Makita is also offering professionals an opportunity to
expand their Makita collection with its latest promotion
deal. With the purchase of selected outdoor LXT and
XGT machines, there is a chance the chance to claim a
free DAB Radio, or a free LXT or XGT battery (up to two
available depending on qualifying models purchased)
to add to their collection. This exciting offer is running
nationwide on purchases of qualifying products from 1st
October up until 31st December 2022.
www.makitauk.com/redemption

MM Seeds | Stand J052

of Tetraploid Ryegrasses and is ideal for when the
cooler weather arrives.
www.mm-seeds.co.uk

Makita UK will showcase its vast selection of cordless
machines - spanning over 300 LXT 18V and Twin 18V
models and over 90 products within its new XGT 40V
Max range.

An impressive range of MM grass seed mixtures will
offer visitors the chance to find out how the innovative
seed technology could vastly benefit their sports
pitches. Some of the mixtures to see will be:
MM60 – a 100% Ryegrass formula and the UK’s
leading winter sports renovation mixture, known for its
fast germination and its high wear tolerance.
MM50 – A hard-wearing mix has rapid germination,
extremely fine leaved appearance, high shoot density
and is tolerant to very close mowing, as low as 5mm,
along with high disease resistance. All these attributes
together produce a fantastic sward for surfaces such as
cricket pitches and tennis courts.
MM Tetrasport – a traditional repair mixture,
especially useful for overseeding of high quality
sportsfields to improve sward composition and aid
recovery from disease scarring, Tetra Sport consists
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Origin Amenity Solutions | Stand G060

Origin Amenity Solutions (OAS) reutrns with its four
brands – Headland Amenity, Rigby Taylor, Symbio
and Turfkeeper. Headland’s pioneering 20-20-30
enhanced plant health tank-mix is back under the
spotlight fighting against the risk of turf disease.
Meanwhile, the Rigby Taylor team will again be
offering solutions for the colder months with a focus
on tetraploid seed mixtures – delivering enhanced
root growth and germination in temperatures as
low as 4oc. Complementing this, they will also be
demonstrating their line marking portfolio, the latest
addition to which is the Tiny Pro X robotic line marker
from the leading GPS Tiny Mobile Robots range.
An innovative biological thatch degrader from Symbio
will be another stand highlight. DegrAID contains
beneficial bacteria and fungi that can break down
lignin and cellulose in thatch, converting it to humus

Pellenc UK | Stand E072

and making other nutrients such as phosphorus and
potassium available for plant uptake. Completing the
line-up, a live demonstration of the newest feature on the
digital Turfkeeper platform will be on show. The Beacon
application offers push-notifications direct to a mobile
device, helping the operator to keep up to date with their
team and the task list while away from the desk.
www.originamenity.com
Pellenc UK will be launching two new models of
pruning shears – C35 and C45. They are equipped
with the innovative Active Security anti-cut system,
patented by Pellenc, which is based on the principle of
the natural bioimpedance of the body: the blade stops
immediately in case of contact with the hand. They
are powered by the ULiB 150, 150P or 250 battery,
guaranteeing a day of minimum autonomy.
In addition, the Pellenc range of equipment with
onboard Alpha battery has been extended with the
arrival of the new Cultivion Alpha. The Cultivion
soil cultivator is a high-performance alternative
to chemical products. Versatile, it can be used for
hoeing, soil aeration or weeding, and is suitable for all
types of soil, both on the surface and below.
www.pellencuk.com
Left: Pellenc Cultivion Alpha

Redexim | Stand M075

As their 40th anniversary celebrations continue this
year, Redexim brings to SALTEX the latest iteration
of where its journey began – the iconic Verti-Drain ®.
The very first Verti-Drain ® rolled off the production
line in 1980, with Redexim UK gaining the rights
to sell the now iconic aerator from their inception
in 1982.
The latest model, the Redexim Verti-Drain ®
2519, has now set the benchmark when it comes to
high-speed, high-productivity aerators. Featuring a
1.9m working width and an ability to accept a wide
range of tine options, the 2519 can cover almost
9000 sq.m per hour thanks to its PTO speed of up
to 540rpm. This efficiency, combined with Redexim
reliability, has made it a popular choice with both
greenkeepers and grounds managers alike.
www.redexim.com
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SPRAYING SPECIALISTS SINCE 1895
SPRAYING SPECIALISTS SINCE 1895

The
The most
most reliable
reliable and
and comfortable
comfortable sprayers
sprayers
on
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market
on the market
VERMOREL
VERMOREL

VERMOREL 2000
PRO CONFORT
VERMOREL
2000
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VERMOREL 1800
VERMOREL 1800
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Reesink UK | Stand K080

Reesink UK this year brings innovations and
technologies, new launches and best sellers from across
its divisions. Reesink Turfcare will be launching the new
Toro ProCore 648s and Toro Workman UTX 4x4.
It will also unveil the new Toro Workman UTX 4x4.
This robust four-wheel drive, full-sized utility vehicle
has 25 percent more cargo capacity than others in its
class and blasts through its tasks. Finishing the line
up is Toro’s Groundsmaster 3300 mower, back with
its innovative flail attachment, and one of two tractors
– the TYM T395 is coupled with an AgriMetal blower
attachment at the show.
The industry’s first all-electric compact tractor from
Reesink Agriculture is the second on stand. Since
Farmtrac’s FT25G launched, it’s won awards including
the SALTEX Innovation Award in the Environmental
and Sustainability category. Also on stand, and the next

STIHL | Stand H020

Professionals visiting the STIHL stand will be able
to see the new BGA 300, STIHL’s first cordless

Timberwolf |
Stand HO85

Timberwolf is
launching the hybrid
wood chipper, the TW
280HB HYBRID at
SALTEX. Designed for
organisations committed
to minimising emissions
and fuel usage whilst
not compromising on
performance, it has a
leading peak power
of 62hp with a Kubota
D902-TE4, 24.8hp turbo
diesel engine. It has a
processing throughput
of over 7 tonnes/hour
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big thing for sustainable cleaning of machinery, is BioCircle GT Maxi, the parts cleaner that requires no water
and eliminates pollutant run-off into the water system.
From Reesink Hydro-Scapes, there’s a selection of
irrigation and water aeration solutions, encapsulating
the long established and industry-leading Toro irrigation
systems, controllers, sprinklers and soil sensors,
Otterbine pond and lake aerators; SRC wall-mounted
controllers and quick-replace Franklin pump systems.
www.reesinkturfcare.co.uk
backpack blower for professional users, offering high
performance and a significantly less disruptive sound
thanks to its innovative STIHL Noise Reduction
System (NRS). Thanks to the STIHL NRS, the
BGA 300 produces fewer high pitch frequencies
often associated with cordless blowers, meaning
operation is much more pleasant and less intrusive
for bystanders.
Other new products available to see is the HSA
100 cordless hedge trimmer and MSA 300 cordless
chainsaw. The HSA 100 boasts a 60cm cutting
blade, rotating 3 position handle and newly designed
controls for easy guidance when trimming. The MSA
300 is the most powerful cordless chainsaw in the
AP System, offering equivalent cutting power to the
MS 261 C-M making it ideal for felling, cross-cutting,
snedding and processing.
www.stihl.co.uk
with No Diesel Particulate Filter
(DPF). Furthermore it has a selfcharging system, so no external
charging required.
The TW 280HB HYBRID joins
the existing Timberwolf ranges
which include PTO, gravity, road
tow and tracked wood chippers. All
Timberwolf wood chippers come
with a three-year warranty as
standard. Timberwolf owners also
have access to quality of service
and support, with a network of over
30 dealer depots across the UK and
over 250 trained technicians ready to
offer expert advice as well as spares
and technical support.
www.timberwolf-uk.com/demo
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Vanmac | Stand K070

This year, Vanmac features highlights such as the
Progressive TDR-X tri-deck contour mower and
infamous Trilo S3 vacuum collector. More than a year on
from the extension of the partnership between Vanmac
and Progressive, this has borne fruit for both parties
with the range of innovative, rotary finishing mowers
delivering first-class quality of cut for turf managers
across the country and the full spectrum of applications.
The Progressive TDR-X is now setting the standard
for contour following ability – with three independent
floating decks offering a cutting height range from
9.5mm to 84.5mm and cutting width of 3.2m. This
ability to cut precisely, without scalping, makes
the TDR-X a firm favourite with golf courses, local
authorities and large-area green-space managers.
Sitting alongside the TDR-X, visitors can expect to
see a number of leaf clearance solutions from the Trilo

Weedingtech
Stand E057

Weedingtech, the world leaders
in non-herbicidal weed control will
be showcasing their revolutionary
Foamstream product at SALTEX,
with visitors able to see the very first
hybrid powered unit – the M600H.
Foamstream has fast become
recognised as the future of non-chemical control and
has been been proven to be as effective at treating
broadleaf weeds – including species that can be difficult
to control by conventional methods – as Glyphosate.
Its active ingredient is hot water, which is insulated
by a patented foam formulated from 100% natural plant
oils and sugars meaning it can be used in any weather
and on any surface, including environmentally-sensitive
areas and those close to children or animals. The foam

range including the multi-purpose S3 and the BL960.
Also on the stand will be Vanmac’s new CEO
Christiaan Arends.
www.vanmack.co.uk
maintains kill zone temperatures
for six times longer than other
heat-based treatments, killing
the weed, damaging the root and
sterilising seeds and spores to
reduce re-growth.
Foamstream is delivered via
industry-leading machinery,
available in different sizes and
with different power options, suitable to mount on a
variety of UTV’s or municipal vehicles.
The M600H is Weedingtech’s first hybrid unit,
combining the economy of Lithium-Ion battery power
with the proven efficiency of a diesel-powered boiler.
The M600H offers a flow rate of 6 litres per minute
and, as the quietest unit in the range, is particularly
well suited to jobs in inner-city and rural environments.
www.weedingtech.com

ISEKI | Stand H040

ISEKI will be presenting their unbeatable SF range
of cut and collect mowers at SALTEX alongside their
renowned range of compact tractors.
In addition ISEKIK will be announcing that they
are now distributors for Addax all electric commercial
vans. Built to order to individual specifications the
vans come with box or tipper bodies, plus a payload
of up to 1000kg. Fully N1 road homologated with a
speed of up to 42 kmph the Addax vehicle is ideal for
travelling between sites or through towns where zero
emissions are required. Good for your wallet and the
environment the commercial vehicles boast one of the
lowest running costs in the market. All Addax vehicles
are equipped with a reliable, long-lasting LiFePo4
battery that can easily be charged and comes with a
five year warranty. Equipped with advanced remote
diagnostics every Addax has high quality 4G monitoring

Addax electric vehicle
technology that is perfect for remote diagnosis, so no
more expensive downtime.
www.iseki.co.uk
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